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Storm Supply
- Machine sales
- Vinyl foil
- Embroidery threads
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Storm Stitching
- Embroidery
- Sewing department
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Storm Printing
- Screen Print
- Heat transfer
- Litho transfer
- DIP (Digital Image Print)
- Vinyl Plot Transfer
- DTG (Direct To Garment)
- Hangtags, folding, packing
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LabelFree
- Standard product assortment
- Custom made production
- Stock
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and this is what we do:

LabelFree
We constantly diversify our product assortment to offer you a wide selection of
basic garments. All our standard products come with only a neutral size label,
which gives place to brand yourself – this is our LABELFREE concept.

Our products, shown in the catalog and in our webshop, are on stock and available at any time.
Based on our standard assortment and your specific needs, we are ready to
produce almost any kind of customized products.
You can order our products as they are or, with print. We can take care of any
size of printing job. Our capacity is 20.000 prints a day.

Storm Printing
We have a broad spectre of print methods we can apply, depending on the nature of your order: the amount, the quality of items and the size as well as the
number of colors in your motif.

Direct print
Transfer
DTG (Direct To Garment)
Litho transfer
DIP (Digital Image Printing)
Vinyl plot transfer
Sublimation

Storm Stitching
Embroidery
In our stitching department, we produce machine embroidery on fabric. It is an
exclusive and durable method with lots of creative possibilities.

Storm Supply
Machine sales
We offer brand-new and second hand machinery of all kind for printing business. We are also ready to install them and provide help and support.

Vinyl Foil
We offer vinyl foil - the same assortment, we use for vinyl transfer orders.

Our computerized embroidery machines can apply up to 15 colors within one
motif.
Sewing
We handle small sewing jobs for customizing our LABELFREE collection, such
as mounting of labels, pockets, and badges, which we self produce.

Embroidery threads
We offer embroidery threads - the same assortment, we use for embroidery
orders.
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About us
Storm Textil was founded by Niels Storm in 1991. Niels still owns and runs the
company. Storm Textil has continuously grown, and today it employs 30-40
people in a combined office- and production unit in Brønderslev, Denmark.
Storm Textil is an experienced supplier of textile products such as T-shirts,
sweatshirts, active wear, headgear, baby items, towels, and much more. Our
wide product range, which we continuously diversify, contains different qualities,
colors, sizes, and prices, that is why we meet all kinds of needs. We have more
than 1 million items in stock in our main storage in Brønderslev, therefore we
can offer a superfast delivery. We develop our products in collaboration with our
supplier, to make sure that all of them meet our requirements for high quality.
We have ordered garments from the same factory in Bangladesh for more than
20 years.
Our main office, stock and printing office are all located in Brønderslev, which is
why we are flexible in all kinds of textile businesses.
We have a lot of experience with the Danish as well as the international textile
and print market and look forward to receive your next order.

